
Sniffing controls an adaptive filter of sensory input
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Most sensory stimuli are actively sampled, yet the role of sampling behavior in shaping sensory codes is poorly understood.

Mammals sample odors by sniffing, a complex behavior that controls odorant access to receptor neurons. Whether sniffing shapes

the neural code for odors remains unclear. We addressed this question by imaging receptor input to the olfactory bulb of awake

rats performing odor discriminations that elicited different sniffing behaviors. High-frequency sniffing of an odorant attenuated

inputs encoding that odorant, whereas lower sniff frequencies caused little attenuation. Odorants encountered later in a sniff bout

were encoded as the combination of that odorant and the background odorant during low-frequency sniffing, but were encoded as

the difference between the two odorants during high-frequency sniffing. Thus, sniffing controls an adaptive filter for detecting

changes in the odor landscape. These data suggest an unexpected functional role for sniffing and show that sensory codes

can be transformed by sampling behavior alone.

Neural representations of external stimuli first occur as spatiotemporal
patterns of activity across receptor neurons. Transformation of this
primary receptor code is typically thought to arise from synaptic
processing and anatomical reorganization in the CNS, with peripheral
events having a minor role in shaping receptor coding1,2. For sensory
modalities in which stimulus acquisition requires active sampling by
the animal, sampling behavior alone has the potential to alter receptor
neuron responses and the neural representation of stimulus identity.
However, the extent to which sampling shapes peripheral receptor
codes is not well understood.

In olfaction, odorant access to olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) is
controlled by the rhythmic inspiration and expiration of air through
the nose, a process that is dependent on behavioral state3. For example,
rodents respire at frequencies of 1–3 Hz when at rest in a familiar
environment4–6 but increase respiration to 4–12 Hz under a variety of
circumstances4,6–9. The transition from resting respiration to active
odor sampling (typically termed ‘sniffing’) can occur in one respiration
cycle and can cease just as rapidly5,10. Other parameters of the
respiratory cycle, such as amplitude and duration, are also heavily
and rapidly modulated7. In odor-guided tasks performed in the
laboratory, rats consistently show high-frequency sniffing at the time
of odor sampling7,8,11, and animals in a less constrained setting increase
sniff frequency when tracking an odor source, scanning a substrate or
investigating any novel stimulus4,6,9. Thus, high-frequency sniffing is
presumably important in olfactory function.

Proposed roles for sniffing include increasing ORN responsiveness
by increasing odorant flux into the nose7,12, increasing the rate of odor
‘snapshots’ conveyed to the brain to facilitate rapid decision-making8

and modulating ORN activity patterns to optimize the detection of

particular odorants7,13. Sniffing also plays a critical role in olfactory
information processing by imposing a rhythmic temporal structure on
the input to the olfactory bulb14–16. Rhythmic inputs driven by sniffing
are crucial for many models of olfactory bulb network function17–19,
and the timing of postsynaptic activity relative to the sniff cycle is
hypothesized to encode odor information14,20,21.

Despite the fundamental role of sniffing in olfaction, experimental
data on the relationship between sniffing, odor representations and
olfactory processing remain largely absent. Even a basic characteriza-
tion of the response properties of ORNs during natural sniffing has not
been reported in mammals. Here, we ask how sniffing shapes the
mammalian receptor code for odors by imaging receptor input to the
olfactory bulb in awake, head-fixed rats performing a simple odor
discrimination. We imaged olfactory bulb input using calcium-
sensitive dyes loaded into ORNs, a technique that yields sufficient
spatial resolution to map inputs to individual glomeruli and yields
a temporal resolution of tens of milliseconds14,22. To specifically
address the role of sniffing in odor coding, we used a behavioral
protocol that allowed us to compare neural representations of the
same odorant sampled during low-frequency passive respiration and
high-frequency sniffing.

RESULTS

Our goal was to image odorant representations during different
sampling behaviors. We used a head-fixed behavioral protocol that
allowed us to image receptor input to the olfactory bulb while
simultaneously measuring respiration through a chronic intranasal
cannula (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2 and Supplementary Results
online). To ensure that the rats attended to the stimulus, we trained
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them to carry out a lick/no-lick two-odor discrimination task (Fig. 1a)
for up to 90 min per daily session. Head-fixed rats showed respiration
rates that were typical of unrestrained rats in a familiar environment5,
with a mean frequency of 2.37 ± 1.79 Hz (n ¼ 51,619 cycles, four rats,
four sessions per rat) and a variable instantaneous frequency of 1–10
Hz (Fig. 1b). Because of the continuous distribution of respiration
rates observed throughout a session (Fig. 1b), we use ‘sniffing’ to refer
to all respiratory activity regardless of frequency10. When discriminat-
ing familiar odorants, rats showed either no change or slight (B1 Hz)
increases in respiration rate around the time of odor discrimination
(Fig. 1c, Supplementary Fig. 3 and Supplementary Results online).
Despite a lack of high-frequency (44 Hz) sniffing during the dis-
crimination of familiar odorants, task performance in head-fixed rats
was highly accurate and qualitatively similar to that reported for freely
moving rats (Supplementary Results). After the animals reached
adequate performance levels (Supplementary Table 1 online), ORNs
were loaded with calcium-sensitive dye22 and an optical window was
installed over the dorsal bulb. Optical signals reflecting ORN input to
dorsal glomeruli were then imaged in 4–5 subsequent behavioral

sessions. To avoid confounds between sniffing and licking, only data
from unrewarded (CS–) trials that did not elicit licking were analyzed.

Spatiotemporal patterns of olfactory input in the awake rat

We began with a basic characterization of spatiotemporal patterns of
sensory input to the olfactory bulb imaged from the awake rat.
Odorant-evoked optical signals were first subjected to an initial
preprocessing and data reduction step (Supplementary Fig. 4 and
SupplementaryMethods online). Signals appeared as foci with a mean
diameter (half-width) of 162 ± 57 mm (mean ± s.d.; range, 61–289 mm;
n¼ 40), consistent with their reflecting ORN input to single glomeruli
or to small clusters of adjacent glomeruli. Spatial patterns (that is,
‘maps’) of ORN input to glomeruli were odorant specific and con-
sistent across daily sessions (Fig. 2a), with relative response amplitudes
in different glomeruli typically varying by less than 20% across days.
Response maps were distributed and fragmented, with a loosely
chemotopic clustering of activated glomeruli in dorsomedial and
caudolateral domains22,23. Movement artifacts were minimal (Supple-
mentary Video 1 online).

Figure 2 Receptor input to the olfactory bulb

imaged in the awake behaving rat. (a) ‘Sniff-

triggered average’ maps of responses to two
odorants (MB, methyl benzoate; EUG, eugenol)

imaged from the same rat on subsequent days.

Each map is z-scored and displayed according to

the color scale at lower right. Approximate border

of imaged region is shown in white. Scale bar,

500 mm. (b) Time series of responses of six

glomeruli (locations indicated in a) to EUG in a

single trial. Vertical lines mark the peak of each

inspiration during odorant presentation. Time bin,

40 ms. Most glomeruli (but not all; see glom 5)

responded shortly after inspiration. Latency

differences between glomeruli (for example,

gloms 1 and 2) are recapitulated with each

sniff. Glomerulus 6 responded to inspirations

independent of odorant presentation.

(c) Lickometer signal (top), sniff records and

presynaptic calcium signals imaged from two

glomeruli during a two-odor discrimination task

(different animal from that in a). Optical signals
are unfiltered. Sniff signals are low-pass filtered at

12.5 Hz. (d) Odorant-evoked calcium signal after

one sniff in an awake rat (‘odor’) and nerve shock–evoked signal in an anesthetized rat (‘stim’). Traces are scaled to the same amplitude and aligned to the

start of each response. (e) Temporally deconvolved calcium signals (same CS– trial and glomeruli as in c) reflecting estimated action potential firing patterns

in ORNs converging onto each glomerulus.
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Figure 1 Sniffing behavior during head-fixed odor discriminations. (a) Schematic of two-odor discrimination task. Rats received a water reward for licking in

response to one odorant (CS+) but not to others (CS–). In four of seven rats, a 1-s tone preceded odorant onset by 1 s. (b) Intersniff interval (ISI) distribution

for rats performing the discrimination task. Data are from all sniffs in one session each from four rats (24,492 sniffs). Time bins are 25 ms. (c) Example of
behavior during head-fixed odor discriminations, over four consecutive trials. Trace shows a continuous intranasal pressure measurement from one rat through

four odor discriminations (100 s total time). Bars indicate presentations of CS+ and CS– odorants. Arrow indicates a bout of high-frequency sniffing during the

intertrial interval.
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As in anesthetized mice14, we saw diverse temporal patterns of ORN
input to glomeruli in awake rats (Fig. 2b). At low sniff frequencies
(1–3 Hz), the dominant pattern consisted of calcium signals that were
phasic and tightly coupled to the sniff cycle (Fig. 2b,c), with a latency
from start of inhalation to 10% of response maximum (t10) of 110 ± 28
ms and a time to peak (t10 to peak signal) of 167 ± 78 ms (n¼ 36 trials,
ten glomeruli, one animal imaged at 100 Hz; similar latencies were
obtained from five additional rats imaged at 25 Hz). Decay times varied
(Fig. 2c), but were often similar to the decay times seen after single
olfactory nerve shocks (Fig. 2d), suggesting that ORN firing ceases
rapidly after inhalation.

To better estimate the temporal dynamics of ORN action-potential
firing across the population of ORNs innervating a glomerulus, we
performed temporal deconvolution of sniff-evoked calcium signals24

using the decay constant measured after a single olfactory nerve shock
in urethane-anesthetized rats (Fig. 2d and Supplementary Methods).
Deconvolved calcium signals appeared as brief peaks that returned
rapidly to baseline (width at half-maximum, 145 ± 21 ms; n ¼ 83
glomeruli, five sessions, one animal; Fig. 2e). Although these estimates
are subject to a small degree of error due to factors such as dye
saturation and presynaptic modulation of calcium influx25, they none-
theless suggest that each sniff drives rapid activation of ORN input to a
glomerulus, and that ORN firing decreases rapidly after each initial
burst. Thus, at sniff frequencies below 3 Hz, ORN inputs to the
olfactory bulb occur mainly as brief bursts after each inspiration.

Effect of high-frequency sniffing on odorant response maps

Rodents increase sniff frequency under many circumstances6,7,9. In our
protocol, presentation of a novel odorant (presented as CS–) elicited a
bout of investigative sniffing at 4–6 Hz (duration of 44-Hz sniffing
bout, 2.06 ± 1.1 s, n¼ 25 trials). Sniff frequency decreased as a function
of exposure number (one-way ANOVA, F4,164 ¼ 45.2, P o 10–23),
habituating in 1–2 trials (Fig. 3a). We could thus compare ORN inputs
evoked by high- and low-frequency sniffing of the same odorant,
separated in time by only a few trials (typically 30–90 s) (Fig. 3b).

Sniffing is hypothesized to alter patterns of ORN activity to optimize
odor detection or discrimination7,13,26. To address this hypothesis, we

compared response maps evoked by low-frequency (o2.5 Hz) and
high-frequency (44 Hz) sniffing of the same odorants (Fig. 4a). For
quantitative comparison, maps were made from the peak response
amplitudes evoked during the first second of sniffing at either
frequency. Maps were compared using the mean absolute difference
in response (MAD) between all glomeruli in each map pair (Fig. 4b).
The MAD values between high- and low-frequency sniffing response
maps (median ¼ 0.46, n¼ 20 map pairs) were not statistically different
from those between response maps made from repeat trials of the same
odorant (median ¼ 0.46, n ¼ 18 map pairs, P ¼ 0.804, two-sided
Wilcoxon rank sum test). Thus, high-frequency sniffing did not
significantly alter patterns of ORN activation when a single odorant
was sampled in isolation.

High-frequency sniffing may also enhance ORN response by increas-
ing odorant flow over the olfactory epithelium5,7. To test this hypo-
thesis, we compared peak response amplitudes of individual glomeruli
that were evoked by low- and high-frequency sniffing (taken from the
same data as above). As expected from the similarity in response maps,
response amplitudes were strongly correlated (r ¼ 0.81, n ¼ 532
glomerulus-odorant pairs, five animals; Fig. 4c). However, high-
frequency sniffing slightly increased the amplitude of responses in
the lower or middle third of the dynamic range of a glomerulus (lower
third: Po 0.001, n ¼ 98; middle third: Po 0.0001, n ¼ 59; two-sided
paired t-test), but did not do so for those in the upper third (P¼ 0.54,
n ¼ 83) (Fig. 4d). Although statistically significant, the absolute
increase in response amplitude for high- versus low-frequency sniffing
was small, covering 0.10 ± 0.03 (mean ± s.e.m.) of the dynamic range
for low-amplitude responses and 0.13 ± 0.03 for mid-level responses.
Thus, increasing sniff frequency only modestly enhanced weak ORN
inputs to glomeruli.

Sustained high-frequency sniffing attenuates ORN inputs

It has been proposed that each sniff generates a perceptually complete
‘snapshot’ of the odor environment8,10; high-frequency sniffing thus
allows more snapshots to be acquired per unit time. This hypothesis
predicts that, during high-frequency sniffing, phasic inputs to glomer-
uli should be repeated with each sniff, or that inputs should be tonically
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Figure 3 Effect of sniff frequency on receptor input to the olfactory bulb.

(a) Sniff frequency during odorant presentation as a function of odorant

novelty. Closed circles, mean frequency during the first 2 s of odorant

presentation; open squares, peak instantaneous frequency during the first

second. Error bars, s.d. n ¼ 20–40 trials for each presentation. (b) Sniff

records (upper traces) and calcium signals (lower traces) evoked by the first

(left) and third (right) presentations of an odorant. Upper, signal measured

with Oregon Green BAPTA-1 dextran (OGB). Traces shown in this and
subsequent figures are corrected for local intrinsic signals (see Methods).

Lower, signals measured with the lower-affinity rhod dextran. Gray traces,

signal predicted if each sniff evoked a response equal in amplitude to that

evoked by the first sniff. In both examples, ORN input was attenuated

relative to the predicted signal during sustained high-frequency sniffing, but

not during low-frequency sniffing. The example in the lower panel shows that

responses recovered later in the trial, as sniff frequency decreased.
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maintained at high levels. Instead, we found the opposite: during high-
frequency sniffing, ORN inputs were not driven by each sniff, but
instead appeared mainly as tonic signals (Fig. 3b). Rather than
being maintained at high levels, the tonic signals became attenuated
(Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 5 online). After 3 s of sustained
high-frequency sniffing, the amplitude of the tonic calcium signal
was 0.50 ± 0.06 (mean ± s.e.m.; n ¼ 80 responses) relative to that at
the onset of sniffing. In contrast, tonic calcium signals evoked by
trains of olfactory nerve shocks designed to simulate 5-Hz sniffing

for 1 s showed sustained amplitude increases (Supplementary
Fig. 6 online).

Phasic responses driven by each sniff were nearly eliminated at sniff
frequencies 44 Hz (Fig. 5b; response amplitude after 2 s of odor
stimulation, 0.18 ± 0.01 of initial response; mean ± s.e.m., n ¼ 396).
Identical results were obtained with the lower-affinity dye rhod dextran
(Kd ¼ 1.65 mM; Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 5). The loss of phasic
responses was not due to an inability of the calcium signal to report
phasic inputs at these frequencies, as glomeruli easily followed trains of
nerve shocks that were delivered at 5 Hz (Supplementary Fig. 6). ORN
inputs showed only modest attenuation during low-frequency sniffing
of the same odorants (response amplitude after 2 s of odor stimulation,
0.60 ± 0.02 of initial response; mean ± s.e.m., n ¼ 492; Fig. 5c). These
response amplitudes could be maintained for as long as 2 min with
continuous odorant stimulation (data not shown). We observed
similar effects of sniff frequency even for weakly activated glomeruli,
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Figure 5 High-frequency sniffing attenuates ORN inputs to the olfactory bulb. (a) Averaged, normalized response traces from high-frequency sniffing trials,

emphasizing the tonic component of the response. Trace is the average of 80 individual traces (one trace per glomerulus per odorant; four animals). Traces

were aligned and normalized to the maximum amplitude observed after the first sniff after stimulus onset. Gray line shows the mean ISI for these trials (also

plotted in b). Sniffing frequency changed from B2 Hz to B5 Hz at odorant onset and then typically slowed later in the trial. The response also began to

recover as sniff frequency slowed. (b) Response amplitudes (filled circles) evoked by each sniff, compiled from the same trials as in a. These data reflect the

phasic component of each sniff-evoked response (see Supplementary Methods). Amplitudes were normalized to the maximum response observed in the first

2 s of odorant presentation (typically the first sniff) and placed into 250-ms time bins according to the time of the preceding sniff (B100 total sniffs per bin).

Error bars, s.d. Solid black line, mean ISI for the trials (s.d.: 153 ± 89 ms). Phasic response amplitudes recovered as sniff frequency decreased later in the
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(unique glomerulus-odorant pairs). (d) Sniff-evoked response amplitude versus ISI. Data are taken from all non-novel odorant CS– trials. Points indicate mean
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exponential function to data (t ¼ 673 ms; Supplementary Methods).
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though we did not analyze these quantitatively because of signal-to-
noise limitations.

Although we used novel odorants to reliably elicit high-frequency
sniffing, several lines of evidence indicated that attenuation of ORN
inputs was a function of sniff frequency, not odorant novelty. First,
phasic sniff-evoked response amplitudes recovered during novel odor-
ant trials as sniff frequency decreased later in the trial (Fig. 3b). On
average, sniff-evoked response amplitudes closely paralleled the inter-
sniff interval (ISI) during high-frequency sniffing trials (Fig. 5b).
Second, in data compiled from all non-novel odorant trials, there
was a strong relationship between ISI and response amplitude (Fig. 5d).
Mean response amplitudes for each 50-ms ISI time bin were well fit by a
single-order exponential decay function with a time constant of 673 ms
(modified maximum-likelihood fit, n ¼ 7,753 responses, 4 animals,
16 sessions, r2 ¼ 0.77; see Supplementary Methods). Thus, instanta-
neous sniff frequency is a strong determinant of the magnitude of ORN
input to a glomerulus. Third, attenuation of both phasic and tonic
inputs also occurred for familiar odorants when rats increased sniff
frequency either in response to a novel auditory stimulus or sponta-
neously (Supplementary Fig. 7 online).

If frequency-dependent attenuation of ORN inputs depends on low-
level processes such as receptor adaptation, it should persist indepen-
dent of behavioral state. To test this, we recorded responses to initial
and subsequent presentations of novel odors in an awake rat (Fig. 6a).
The rat was later anesthetized, a double tracheotomy performed, and
an artificial sniff protocol used to draw odorant into the nasal cavity14.
Sniffing patterns recorded from the awake animal were then ‘played
back’ in the anesthetized animal using the same odorants. To control
for possible order effects, low-frequency sniffing trials were imaged
before high-frequency trials, which was opposite from their order in the
awake state. Responses imaged from the same glomeruli were qualita-
tively similar to awake responses (Fig. 6b), showing a loss of sniff-
driven phasic responses and an attenuation of tonic responses, with
response recovery as sniff frequency decreased later in the trial
(Fig. 6b). We performed the playback experiment in a second, naive
rat using a different odorant with similar results (Fig. 6c). These results
suggest that attenuation of ORN inputs is a general phenomenon

mediated by low-level processes and does not depend on centrifugal
modulation by behavioral state.

Adaptive filtering of ORN inputs

We hypothesized that attenuation of ORN inputs at high sniff
frequencies could facilitate odor detection in a changing odor land-
scape by reducing ORN responsiveness to background odorants. To test
this idea, we induced high-frequency sniffing of a novel odorant; this
odorant then served as the ‘background’ odorant for the duration of
the trial. In the midst of the high-frequency sniff bout, we introduced a
second odorant (the ‘test’ odorant) into this background stream. In one
such experiment, for example (Fig. 7a), we used 2-butanone as the
background and ethyl butyrate as the test odorant. When presented
alone, the two odorants evoked input to partially overlapping sets of
glomeruli (Fig. 7a,b). In the background/test experiment, 2-butanone
elicited high-frequency sniffing, along with an initial calcium signal
that was followed by attenuation (Fig. 7a). Introduction of the test
odorant (ethyl butyrate) during the high-frequency sniff bout did not
evoke a response in those glomeruli that were already activated by
2-butanone, but still evoked strong responses in other glomeruli
(Fig. 7a). This effect was not a result of mixture interactions, as the
two odorants evoked strong input to both glomeruli when they were
presented together during low-frequency sniffing (data not shown, but
see maps in Fig. 7b). Thus, although high-frequency sniffing attenuates
input from responsive ORNs, it does not affect the ability of other
ORNs to respond to other odorants encountered later in the sniff bout.

Glomerulus-specific, sniff-frequency–dependent attenuation of
ORNs systematically altered odor representations in the olfactory
bulb. In our background/test experiment, the response map that was
evoked by the test odorant presented during high-frequency sniffing of
the background appeared to be similar to the difference between the
maps evoked by each odorant alone (Fig. 7b). In contrast, the response
map that was evoked by the same stimuli presented during low-
frequency sniffing was similar to the maximum of the two single-
odorant maps (Fig. 7b). Thus, the same stimulus could be represented
by different response maps depending on sniff frequency.

We confirmed this observation statistically by comparing maps from
ten such experiments (three animals) using the MAD between all
glomeruli in each map pair (Fig. 7c). First, maps evoked by the test
stimulus presented during high-frequency sniffing of the background
(presented as in Fig. 7a) differed from those evoked when the test
stimulus was presented during low-frequency sniffing of the back-
ground (n ¼ 6), or when the test and background odorants were
presented together during low-frequency sniffing (n ¼ 4) (Fig. 7c;
P o 0.001, two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum). Second, maps differed

Awake

Anesthetized, sniff playback

Presentation 1 Presentation 2

Sniff

Sniff

Sniff

Methyl valerate

Naive animal, sniff playback

2-MB

2-MB

Methyl valerate

2-MB

1
%∆F/F

1 s

2-MB

1
%∆F/F

0.5
%∆F/F

a

b

c

Figure 6 Frequency-dependent attenuation of ORN inputs results from low-

level processes. (a) Sniff records and presynaptic calcium signals evoked by

the first (left) and second (right) presentations of 2-methylbutyraldehyde

(2-MB). The first presentation elicited a bout of high-frequency sniffing and

response attenuation. Responses to each sniff recovered as sniffing slowed

later in the trial. Sniffs occurred at lower frequencies for the second

presentation, with no response attenuation. (b) Sniff playback experiment.

The animal from a was anesthetized and the sniffing recorded in a was used
to drive an artificial sniff device (see Methods). Odorant, concentration and

glomerulus is the same as in a. Traces are averages of seven trials. Sniff

records show pressure measured via the intranasal cannula, as in a.

(c) Responses evoked by the same sniff patterns in a different, naive animal

and using a different odorant. Traces are averages of four trials. Response

patterns in b and c are similar to those seen in the awake rat, showing sniff

frequency–dependent response attenuation and recovery (left) and little

attenuation at low sniff frequencies (right).
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systematically depending on sniff frequency. Test/background response
maps during high-frequency sniffing were similar to maps constructed
by subtracting the background from the test map (P ¼ 0.85; Wilcoxon
rank sum). In contrast, test/background response maps during
low-frequency sniffing were similar to maps made by taking the
maximum of the background and test maps (P ¼ 0.53; Wilcoxon
rank sum). This latter result was true when the test odorant was
presented after the onset of the background odorant (n ¼ 6) or when
the two odorants were presented together (n ¼ 4). Thus, high-
frequency sniffing alters odor coding by effectively subtracting glomer-
uli sensitive to background odorants from the representations of
odorants encountered later.

DISCUSSION

Many studies have characterized odor representations in the olfactory
bulb of anesthetized rodents14,22,23,27. Here, imaging ORN input to the
bulb in awake rats revealed previously unknown features of odor

representations and their relationship to sampling behavior (‘sniffing’).
Sniffing is fundamental in shaping how odor information is conveyed
from the periphery to the olfactory bulb. At the low sniff rates seen in
the resting animal, each inspiration evokes a transient (100–200 ms)
burst of ORN input, with only moderate reduction in amplitude over
repeated sniffs. At the higher sniff rates typical of active exploration or
investigation of a novel stimulus, however, transient inputs locked to
inspiration largely disappear and are replaced by tonic, attenuated
inputs. This attenuation is specific to activated glomeruli, leaving other
glomeruli still able to respond to subsequently encountered odorants.
This organization constitutes an adaptive filter for odor information
that is implemented at the level of the primary receptor neurons and is
under behavioral control through alteration of sniff frequency.

Odor discrimination performance in restrained animals has not
previously been characterized. Performance accuracy, response times,
the ability to learn new odor associations with relative ease and
the ability to detect and investigate novel odorants all suggest that

Sniff

Glom 1

Glom 2

2-Butanone

Sniff

Glom 1

1 s

Glom 2

Sniff

Glom 1

Glom 2

Ethyl butyrate

2-Butanone (1st pres.)

EB

2
%∆F/F

4
%∆F/F

2-Butanone (But)

Lat
Ant Max 3.9 Max 4.5 Max 2.9

Max 4.0 Max 5.8 Max 4.1

Ethyl butyrate (EB) EB, But <2.5 Hz Max(EB, But)

EB,But >4 Hz EB – But
100

0

Percentage
max∆F/F

M
A

D
 (

%
∆F

/F
)

1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4

0
Self

P < 0.001 P < 0.001P = 0.853 P = 0.534

ABhi
versus
ABlow

ABhi
versus
A–B

ABhi
versus

max(A,B)

ABlow
versus

max(A,B)

a

b c

Figure 7 Adaptive filtering of ORN inputs controlled by sniff frequency. (a) The background/test odorant experiment. Traces show sniff records (top) and optical

signals from two glomeruli (lower traces). Glomerulus 1 responded to 2-butanone and ethyl butyrate; glomerulus 2 responded only to ethyl butyrate (two left

columns). High-frequency sniffing of 2-butanone (right column) caused response attenuation in glomerulus 1, with no further response when ethyl butyrate

(EB) was presented later in the trial. Glomerulus 2 responded strongly to EB. (b) Response maps from the experiment in a. Left, responses to individual

odorants (average of responses to first sniff in each of four trials). Top middle, response to EB presented during high-frequency sniffing of 2-butanone (time

windows used for maps are shown in a). Bottom middle, response to the two odorants presented as a binary mixture during low-frequency sniffing (first sniff,

one trial). Upper right, subtraction of the background odorant map from the test odorant map. Lower right, map of the maximal combination of the background

and test maps. Maximum %DF/F values (‘Max’) are shown for each map. Scale bar, 500 mm. (c) Comparison of response maps in the background/test odorant

experiments. Higher MAD values indicate less similarity. Open circles show the MAD for each comparison; gray bars, the median value. Which maps were

compared is indicated below each column of data. ‘A’ and ‘B’ represent the test and background odorant, respectively (n ¼ 10 experiments). Self, comparison

between repeated trials of the same odorant (n ¼ 145). ABhi, response to A presented during high-frequency sniffing of B (n ¼ 10). ABlow, response to A either

presented during low-frequency sniffing of B (n ¼ 6) or presented along with B during low-frequency sniffing (n ¼ 4). A–B, B response map subtracted from A

map. Max(A,B), maximum of A and B maps. P values show the results of comparing each set of MAD values with those from repeat trials (Wilcoxon rank sum).
Solid lines connect MAD values in which A was presented during both high- and low-frequency sniffing of B in the same experiment (n ¼ 5); responses

became more similar to maximal combination maps as sniff frequency slowed.
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odor-guided behavior is not seriously compromised in head-fixed
animals. To our surprise, although head-fixed rats showed respiration
rates that were typical of calm, unrestrained rats in a familiar environ-
ment4,5, they showed little or no increase in sniff frequency when
performing odor discriminations. In contrast, unrestrained rats per-
forming a nose-poke into an odor port increase sniff rates to 4–10 Hz
around the time of odor sampling7,8,11,28. One explanation for these
differences is that high-frequency sniffing may primarily be driven by
expectation or movement toward an odor source, and may not be
necessary, or even important, for discriminating one odorant from
another. This hypothesis is consistent with the finding, discussed in
more detail below, that sniff frequency has little impact on spatial
odor representations in the olfactory bulb when that odorant is
sampled in isolation.

Switching between passive respiration and active sniffing involves
substantial changes to the airflow through the nasal cavity and over the
olfactory epithelium7,29. Such changes are hypothesized to shape odor
coding by altering odorant sorption on the epithelium and the resulting
spatiotemporal patterns of ORN activity7,13,26. However, we found that
sampling the same odorant at high or low sniff rates yielded initial
response maps (taken during the first second of odorant sampling) that
were similar. High-frequency sniffing only slightly increased ORN
inputs to those glomeruli that were weakly activated or nonresponsive
at low sniff rates, with no change in the inputs to other glomeruli.
These increases covered only B10% of the estimated dynamic range of
the glomerulus. Thus, although high-frequency sniffing may slightly
enhance odor detection ability, it seems to have little impact on the
overall spatial representation of odors in the olfactory bulb.

In contrast, sniff frequency substantially affected the temporal
structure and magnitude of ORN inputs during sustained odorant
sampling. Within 1 s of sampling at high frequencies (44 Hz),
transient inputs that were phase-locked to each inspiration nearly
disappeared. The loss of sniff-driven inputs was not a result of dye
saturation or of an inability to follow inputs at this frequency. Tonic
levels of calcium signals were also attenuated during high-frequency
sniffing, indicating that, in addition to a loss of respiration-linked
temporal patterning, overall levels of ORN input were strongly reduced
during high-frequency sniffing.

The primary mechanism underlying sniff frequency–dependent
attenuation of ORN inputs may be receptor adaptation. Higher sniff
frequencies allow less time for ORNs to recover from adaptation
between inspirations, and they probably include a tonic component
in which odorant is continuously entering the nasal cavity7,8. Record-
ings from rat ORNs in vivo show that neurons respond to odorant
pulses with brief (o100 ms) action potential bursts30, and receptor
currents in isolated mouse ORNs show B80% adaptation in 2 s31, a
time course similar to the speed with which ORN inputs attenuated. In
contrast, we observed little attenuation at low sniff frequencies
(1–2 Hz), which is consistent with the fact that olfactory bulb mitral
cells show little adaptation in anesthetized rats breathing at similar
frequencies32. A secondary mechanism that may contribute to the
attenuation of ORN inputs is the suppression of calcium influx into
ORN presynaptic terminals that is mediated by intraglomerular feed-
back inhibition25,33. In olfactory bulb slices, this inhibition reaches
peak suppression levels of B40% at interstimulus intervals of 100–200
ms and decays with a time constant of B500 ms25, which is consistent
with the frequency dependence of sniff-driven responses we observed.

The different temporal structure of ORN inputs to the olfactory bulb
during low- and high-frequency sniffing has important consequences
for information processing in the bulb and for odor coding strategies.
ORN inputs driven by sniffing have been hypothesized to shape the

strength of inhibition within and between glomeruli19 and to facilitate
synchronous firing of mitral/tufted (M/T) cells as well as granule cell
interneurons17,18. The phase of M/T firing relative to the respiratory
cycle is also hypothesized to encode odor information20,21,34,35. Yet, we
found that although respiratory patterning of ORN input was strong
and reliable at low sniff frequencies, patterning was weaker or lost
entirely at frequencies typical of active odor sampling. Thus, phenom-
ena observed in anesthetized animals21 or in olfactory bulb slices
receiving patterned stimulation17–19 may be much less prominent in
awake, actively sniffing animals. M/T cell recordings from awake
animals show that M/T firing decouples from respiration at sniff
frequencies above 4 Hz11,36,37. Decoupling was originally thought to
reflect increased modulation by centrifugal inputs11,37, but a break-
down in respiratory patterning at the level of ORN inputs seems a more
likely explanation. Indeed, reproducing high-frequency sniff patterns in
anesthetized animals yielded attenuation and loss of patterning that
was markedly similar to that seen in awake rats. Centrifugal inputs to
the bulb may still carry information about respiratory cycle during
high-frequency sniffing, and thus patterned receptor inputs are not
necessary for patterned M/T cell firing or for a respiration phase-based
code34,35. However, given the evidence that M/T dynamics are more
strongly shaped by the dynamics of ORN inputs than by respiration-
driven centrifugal signals15, it seems likely that the switch in ORN
activity from a phasic, respiration-driven pattern to a predominately
tonic one could change the nature of information processing and
coding in the olfactory bulb.

Because mice and rats can perform simple odor discriminations after
a single sniff, it has been proposed that each sniff provides a unitary,
‘fully refined’ representation of the olfactory environment8,10. In
contrast, our data suggest that these representations are highly plastic.
The same odorant, especially when presented against a background
odorant, can evoke different representations depending on how the
odorant is sampled. This process is very likely to occur during natural
odor-guided behaviors, in which both sniffing behavior and the odor
environment are complex and temporally dynamic. Paradoxically,
high-frequency sniffing may actually increase the necessity for rapid
odor discrimination; attenuation of ORN inputs after the first one or
two sniffs of an odorant may increase the detection threshold or
otherwise change the odor representation such that the discrimination
ability is degraded after the initial response.

What, then, is the advantage of sniffing at a high frequency? Because
rapid sniffing effectively subtracts ORN inputs that are activated by
background odorants from odor representations in the olfactory bulb,
we propose that one function of rapid sniffing is to allow the animal to
suppress signals from background odor sources, and thus to detect
newly encountered (and thus potentially more important) odorants
more clearly. Although we used novel odorants presented against a
‘clean’ background to induce high-frequency sniffing in our protocol,
frequency-dependent attenuation occurred independent of odorant
novelty, suppressing inputs from any odorants present when a sniff
bout begins. Thus, adaptive filtering of inputs under the control of sniff
frequency is a general phenomenon that is optimally suited for
scanning the environment for changes in odor composition or con-
centration38, and it may explain why high-frequency sniffing is induced
by any novel stimulus or during exploratory behavior6,9. Because it
involves higher sampling rates, active sniffing allows for a more rapid
detection of stimulus changes. The speed of adaptive filtering also
allows for rapid behavioral control of the mode of odor detection:
attenuation at high frequencies occurs in less than 1 s, and recovers in
less than 1 s after sniff frequency slows. Thus, an animal can rapidly
switch from detecting changes in the odor landscape during
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high-frequency sniffing to surveying the odor scene in toto, depending
on task demands (Supplementary Fig. 8 online). Humans can mod-
ulate sniff duration as well as frequency during active odor sam-
pling3,12; in this case, prolonged odorant inhalation may also
attenuate receptor inputs, enhancing the ability to detect changing
olfactory stimuli in a single long sniff.

Sniff frequency–dependent filtering of sensory input to the olfactory
bulb provides a mechanism by which behavioral state can modulate
how sensory information is encoded and processed with little con-
tribution from centrifugal projections or other network phenomena.
Modulation of sensory coding as a function of experience or behavioral
state is well established, but it generally results from higher-order
processes. Examples include centrifugal modulation of M/T cell
responses in the olfactory bulb11,36, the slow adaptation to background
odorants mediated by synaptic depression in piriform cortex neurons39

and modulation of auditory cortex neuron responses during vocal
behavior40. Adaptive filtering of ORN inputs is a unique example of a
low-order, ‘bottom-up’ process for modulating sensory codes. Other
modalities that rely on rhythmic sampling at behaviorally controlled
frequencies (such as licking and whisking) may use similar strategies.
Finally, given that sniffing behavior substantially alters spatial and
temporal patterns of ORN activity and that these patterns are widely
thought to underlie odor quality perception41–43, we predict that odor
perception depends not only on stimulus identity, but also on the way
the stimulus is sampled.

METHODS
All procedures were approved by the Boston University Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee and were in accordance with guidelines established by

the US National Institutes of Health. All statistics report mean ± s.d. unless

otherwise noted. Detailed methods can be found in the Supplementary

Methods online.

Surgical procedures. Adult female Long-Evans rats (n ¼ 7; mean body weight

at imaging, 242 g) were used. In an initial procedure, a guide cannula was

implanted in the dorsal recess of one naris for intranasal pressure measure-

ments, and a head bolt implanted on the skull for restraint44. After behavioral

training and 3–4 d before the first imaging session (see below), ORNs in both

nares were loaded with dextran-conjugated calcium-sensitive dye22. Oregon

Green BAPTA-1 488 dextran (10 kDa) was used in six of seven rats; ‘high-

affinity’ rhod dextran (10 kDa) was used in one rat. One day before the first

imaging session, the bone overlying each olfactory bulb was thinned and a

chronic optical window installed. Optical data were obtained from each animal

over four or five consecutive daily sessions.

Behavioral training. Animals were trained to accept head fixation and

to perform odor discriminations using water restriction for motivation. All

training and imaging was performed in a custom chamber installed under

the imaging apparatus. One to two weeks after the initial surgery, rats

were water-deprived and handled daily. Rats were habituated to head restraint

by gradually increasing the duration of restraint and by providing water

rewards through a lick spout. When the interval between water rewards

reached approximately 10 s, rats were made to discriminate one rewarded

odorant (CS+) from multiple unrewarded odorants (CS–) in a lick/no-

lick discrimination protocol (for details see Supplementary Methods).

The intertrial interval varied randomly between 15–24 s. Imaging began

after rats reached adequate performance levels on the task (see Supplementary

Table 1). Odorant delivery, sniffing measurements and monitoring of

performance was achieved through custom software written in LabVIEW

(National Instruments).

Olfactometry. Odorants were simple, monomolecular hydrocarbon com-

pounds and included ketones, aldehydes, organic acids, esters and benzene

derivatives. All odorants were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and were of the

highest available purity. Odorants were diluted from saturated vapor of pure

liquid odorant and presented via a multichannel, computer-controlled flow-

dilution olfactometer14. Dilutions ranged from 0.5–5% of saturated vapor

(typical dilution was 1%). For ‘sniff playback’ experiments in anesthetized

animals, an artificial sniff protocol was used22, but with the intranasal vacuum

solenoid controlled by a thresholded, digital representation of previously

recorded sniff records. Sniff flow rates were 150–250 ml min–1.

Optical recordings. Calcium signals were imaged in head-fixed rats using a

custom-built imaging apparatus with Olympus epifluorescence optics (BX51).

The olfactory bulb was illuminated with full light from a 150-W xenon arc

lamp (Opti-Quip) and visualized with the following filter set: HQ480/40

(excitation), Q505LP (dichroic) and HQ535/50 (emission). A region of the

dorsal bulb spanning 2.8 ± 0.2 mm in the rostrocaudal dimension and 1.5 ±

0.1 mm in the mediolateral dimension was imaged using a 4�, 0.28-NA

objective (Olympus). Images were acquired with a 256 � 256 pixel CCD

camera (NeuroCCD; SM-256, RedShirtImaging LLC) at 25- or 100-Hz frame

rates. The camera resolution was 13.1 mm per pixel. The anterior and posterior

edges of the imaged region were at approximately 9.9 and 7.1 mm anterior to

bregma, respectively, and the medial and lateral edges at 0.3 and 1.8 mm lateral

to midline, respectively.

Data analysis. Optical signals were synchronized with recordings of sniffing,

behavior (licking) and odor delivery times and saved using Neuroplex software

(RedShirt Imaging). All subsequent analyses were performed with custom

software written in Matlab (Mathworks). Optical signals were first corrected for

potential movement artifacts and spatially high-pass filtered to reduce global

fluorescence changes due largely to intrinsic signals, then regions of interest

(ROIs) representing responsive glomeruli were chosen manually and their

optical signals extracted for further analysis.

Signals from each ROI were corrected for localized intrinsic signals asso-

ciated with blood vessels (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 5; see Supplemen-

tary Methods). For map comparisons (Fig. 4b and Fig. 7c), MAD between

maps was calculated as /|DFx / Fx – DFy / Fy|S, where x and y indicate different

odorant and/or sniffing conditions for the same ROI27,45. To construct

difference maps (Fig. 7), negative response amplitudes (reflecting noise) were

clipped at zero before subtraction. For the additive maps, maxima were

used rather than the linear sum because of the hypoadditivity of response

amplitude in glomeruli that are strongly activated by both odorants33,46.

Response traces that predicted whether no attenuation occurred (Fig. 3b)

were generated by choosing a ‘typical’ response evoked by a single sniff

(taken at low sniff frequencies from the same glomerulus); then, for each

trial, generating a train of impulses that corresponded to the time of each

sniff during odorant presentation; and finally convolving the sniff-evoked

signal with the impulse train. Sniff-evoked response amplitudes (Fig. 5b–d)

were measured automatically from glomerulus-odorant pairs with the highest

signal-to-noise ratios (see Supplementary Methods). Response maps shown in

figures were normalized to their own maximum (defined as mean of the

brightest 100 pixels), clipped as indicated and smoothed with a 5 � 5 pixel

Gaussian kernel.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
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